Introduction {#S1}
============

Obesity is a growing epidemic which is associated with millions of annual deaths worldwide \[[@R1]\]. Moreover, the discovery and development of anti-obesity agents aimed to treat this disease is fraught with obstacles \[[@R2]\]. While a potential drug candidate may fail in various stages of development, *in vivo* preclinical evaluation of promising targets and pharmacotherapies is a first step to successful clinical development. However, animal testing has significant and underappreciated challenges for analysis. Conclusions based on incorrectly interpreted exploratory preclinical study results may impede drug development progress into the clinic. A contributing factor to this problem is the size of many exploratory studies, which are often conducted on a small number of animals and examine a limited set of endpoints that can be difficult to measure precisely. Study designs based upon improper estimates of treatment effect size and variance may not be properly powered, and lead to significant challenges in the interpretation of results \[[@R3]\].

Statistical power can be defined as the probability that a test will detect an effect if the effect actually exists. For a given study design, the power associated with a statistical test (e.g., t-test for the body weight difference between an intervention group and a control group) is a function of the expected effect size, variance, and sample size. Typically, a sample size is chosen so that a desired degree of statistical power is obtained for a given effect size and variance. However, the magnitudes of the effect size and variance are rarely known *a priori*, and accurate estimation of these can be particularly difficult for systems characterized by significant feedback and interactions between multiple measured endpoints. Thus, while power calculations have been previously used to justify specific data analyses \[[@R4]\], a broader assessment of endpoints of interest for obesity pharmacotherapy (e.g., food intake, body composition) has yet to be undertaken. By understanding the physiological interdependence of different endpoints one can achieve a more accurate estimation of statistical power and improve the ability to correctly interpret study results.

Common macroscopic endpoints that are often used to inform preclinical anti-obesity programs include food intake (FI), body weight (BW), energy expenditure (EE), fat mass (FM), and fat-free mass (FFM) (see, e.g., \[[@R5]--[@R7]\]). Guo and Hall have developed and validated a mathematical model that quantitatively describes the physiological relationships between these endpoints \[[@R8], [@R9]\]. Combining this model with previously collected individual mouse FI, BW, and FM data, we use the resulting statistical model to show a cautionary example based on a simulated drug treatment study. After illustrating the difficulty of drawing correct conclusions from this improperly powered study, we propose endpoint measurements that can improve study design and lead to more accurate result interpretation.

Methods and Results {#S2}
===================

The general method of constructing and using a statistical model to help power a study is shown in [Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. In the initial step, we generated a statistical model by fitting a mathematical model of energy balance that described mean endpoint behavior to the individual BW, FM, and FI mouse data from \[[@R8], [@R9]\] ([SI Section 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The resulting statistical model captured endpoint effect size and variance observed in the data from \[[@R8]\] and allowed us to estimate the contribution of inter- and intra- animal variability to each of the endpoints' variance ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We defined inter-animal variability as the physiological differences between animals, which do not change on a day-to-day time scale. Intra-animal variability was defined as a combination of inherent day-to-day fluctuations in certain endpoints (e.g., FI) within an individual animal as well as error associated with the measurement itself. Our statistical model indicates that intra-animal variability contributes more (chow - 77% and high-fat diet, HFD - 86%) to the variance of FI than to BW or FM, while variances of BW and FM are primarily driven by inter-animal variability (BW: chow - 86% and HFD - 92%; FM: chow - 93% and HFD - 76%).

Specifying study variables (e.g., population, treatment, size, endpoints), we are able to use the statistical model to simulate virtual animals/colonies in order to estimate endpoint effect sizes and variances ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To illustrate this capability, we simulated a typical 2-week drug-treatment study consisting of placebo and treatment arms, with the treatment effect assumed to reduce FI by an average of 15% ([SI Section 3.5.2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We then calculated effect sizes and variances for a set of typical preclinical endpoints: changes from baseline (Δ) in BW, FM and FFM, single-day FI measurement (last day of the study), and the cumulative FI over the length of the study ([SI Section 3.5.3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using model-predicted effect sizes and variances, we calculated the number of animals (6 per group) required to properly power our simulated study for ΔBW ([Figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This is the lowest number of animals that corresponds to statistical power greater than 80% and α = 0.05, which is commonly used to determine statistical significance in exploratory preclinical studies \[[@R5]--[@R8], [@R10]--[@R12]\]. In [SI Section 4.2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we adjusted for multiple testing and animal/data loss, which increases the sample size to 10. Considering other endpoints, we found that with 6 (or 10) animals per group, power calculated for ΔFM, ΔFFM, and single-day FI measurements, unlike cumulative FI, falls below the 80% threshold level ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [SI Figure S10B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All model simulations and data fitting were performed using a commercial software package (MATLAB 2014B, MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA 2014); the associated simulation code is available in the [SI](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Discussion {#S3}
==========

To illustrate the importance of powering for each endpoint of interest, we consider a common exploratory preclinical scenario based on our simulated study of a hypothetical anorectic agent. Given that ΔBW is often a primary or secondary endpoint, we can correctly power the study to detect ΔBW while reducing the number of animals required per arm. The sample size estimated based on ΔBW=−5% (a common criteria for minimal clinically significant weight loss \[[@R13]\]) matches the number of animals per group commonly used in preclinical studies \[[@R5]--[@R8], [@R10]--[@R12]\]. Let us assume that we observe a statistically significant difference between placebo ΔBW and treatment ΔBW at the end of the study. To better understand the mechanism driving ΔBW, we may then want to determine whether FI is a contributor to the ΔBW. As a cautionary example, we decide to collect a single-day FI measurement, which is a common approach (see, e.g., \[[@R5], [@R10], [@R11]\]). Our results show that, even in our simulated study where FI was the sole driver of ΔBW, we are underpowered to detect the underlying FI difference using a single-day FI measurement under these conditions (i.e., with a study sample size chosen based on expected ΔBW difference between groups). Therefore, we are unlikely to detect a statistically significant FI difference between placebo and treatment groups even when a difference exists. Given that ΔBW may be due to changes in FI or EE, one may then inaccurately surmise that the treatment has an effect on EE. This conclusion may lead to the shift in the focus of an anti-obesity program towards a potential EE mechanism of action, when, in fact, this mechanism does not exist. Similarly, if we attempt to use body composition measurements to estimate EE as described in \[[@R9]\], we are unlikely to find significant difference between groups since the study is underpowered to detect a difference in ΔFM and ΔFFM. This would further reduce the value of this hypothetical study and require additional resources committed to finding the mechanism of action for ΔBW. However, we can avoid these Type II (false-negative) errors associated with statistical power with proper study sample size calculation based on multiple endpoint testing and accounting for potential animal/data loss (N=25, [SI Section 4.2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

To effectively combat misinterpretation of data due to study power, we can use model-predicted endpoint effect size, variance, and source of variability to identify optimal measurements *a priori* for a particular study. For example, since FI variance is primarily driven by day-to-day variability and measurement error ([Figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), the use of paired (baseline vs. final value) single-day FI measurements does not offer significant reduction in sample size compared to other endpoints ([SI Figure S12](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is due in part to the previously noted technical difficulty of detecting small differences in daily FI, which can result in significant ΔBW \[[@R12]\]. However, cumulative FI has much lower variance and, if measured, can reduce the number of animals required to power a study to detect the differences in FI ([Figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [SI Section 4.3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure S10](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We can further extend this approach beyond FI in our hypothetical study, with the model-based simulations providing the basis for evaluation of more complex endpoints, study designs, and statistical tests (e.g., multiple study arms, functional data analyses), to increase the probability of study success ([Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@R14],[@R15]\].

The ultimate goal of using a statistical model such as the one presented here is to improve *in vivo* preclinical study design and to reduce misinterpretation of study results, which will enhance the likelihood of program success. Conversely, ignoring statistical power of a given endpoint, and making a scientific claim based solely on its statistical significance is likely to lead to a false conclusion. As a warning, we used a hypothetical study to illustrate potential problems that can arise when statistical power is ignored in an exploratory preclinical study design setting. Analysis of previous mouse data indicates that BW and cumulative FI offer more statistical power than FM, FFM, or single-day FI. For study designs and endpoints outside the scope of our model ([SI Section 4.5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the key to success is careful evaluation of each endpoint of interest and its statistical power. Furthermore, provided alternative ways of measuring a given response (e.g. cumulative vs. single-day FI), it is important to select an appropriate endpoint measurement that improves its statistical power.
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![Statistical model identifies sources of endpoint variance and helps estimate statistical power through model simulation\
(A) The general method of using a mathematical model to help power a study. Statistical model based on a physiological model fit to individual data is used to simulate study design to estimate endpoint statistical power, which can then inform the study design. (B) Model fit to mean FI shows that most of FI variability (blue) comes from day-to-day intra-animal variability (red). In contrast, BW and FM variability arises mostly from inter-animal variability. Shaded regions show +/- standard deviation around the mean model trajectory, while the inserts show the total variance (blue) and variance derived from inter-animal variability (red). Distributions generated from 1000 simulations.](nihms854279f1){#F1}

![Study powered for body weight is underpowered for fat mass, fat-free mass, and single-day, but not cumulative food intake\
(A) Statistical power calculation (α = 0.05) shows that a minimum of six animals per group (N = 6) are required to achieve power that surpasses 80% threshold (dashed line), based on model-predicted ΔBW effect size between treated (blue) and untreated (red) groups (inset). (B) With N = 6, the predicted effect size (normalized to 1, solid vertical black line) for ΔFFM (red), ΔFM (yellow), and single-day FI (green), unlike cumulative FI (purple), does not reach 80% threshold. Power calculated from 1000 simulations per group.](nihms854279f2){#F2}
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